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Experience-dependent mechanisms in the regulation of parental 
care

Danielle S. Stolzenberg, Heather S. Mayer
University of California, Davis, Department of Psychology, One Shields Ave. Davis, CA 95616

Abstract

Maternal behavior is a defining characteristic of mammals, which is regulated by a core, conserved 

neural circuit. However, mothering behavior is not always a default response to infant 

conspecifics. For example, initial fearful, fragmented or aggressive responses toward infants in 

laboratory rats and mice can give way to highly motivated and organized caregiving behaviors 

following appropriate hormone exposure or repeated experience with infants. Therefore hormonal 

and/or experiential factors must be involved in determining the extent to which infants access 

central approach and avoidance neural systems. In this review we describe evidence supporting the 

idea that infant conspecifics are capable of activating distinct neural pathways to elicit avoidant, 

aggressive and parental responses from adult rodents. Additionally, we discuss the hypothesis that 

alterations in transcriptional regulation within the medial preoptic area of the hypothalamus may 

be a key mechanism of neural plasticity involved in programming the differential sensitivity of 

these neural pathways.
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I. Introduction

Extensive work over the past four decades has explored mechanisms mediating caregiving 

behavior in a wide variety of model organisms (1,2). An understanding of the 

neurobiological basis of caregiving behavior, however, has emerged from the study of 

maternal behavior in female rats and there is good evidence for the conservation of a core 

maternal circuit spanning across several species and even sex (3). One consistent finding is 

that the capacity for caregiving behavior is innate, but the expression of care is not. In rodent 

models, both intrinsic (i.e. estrogens, progestins, placental lactogens) and extrinsic (i.e. 

context, experience) factors play important roles in triggering maternal motivation around 

the time of birth. This motivation to interact with infants is augmented relative to the typical 

initial response of sexually naïve rodents to young conspecifics, which might be aggressive, 
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indifferent, exploratory or more rarely spontaneous parental (4). Thus, an identification of 

the neurobiological adaptions that initiate and sustain caregiving behavior may involve not 

only an understanding of how caregiving behaviors are switched on, but also how fear/

defensive behaviors are switched off. In what follows, we describe the approach-avoidance 

model of the onset of maternal care in female rats and the neurobiological systems that have 

been found to mediate these responses. Next, we consider the extent to which conserved 

central approach and aversion systems mediate appetitive and aversive responses to pups in 

mouse models of mothering. Further, we describe the idea that experience-dependent 

plasticity, potentially mediated by transcriptional programming within these systems, may 

stabilize caregiving behavior across time and context. Finally, we discuss the possibility that 

variability in the initial response toward infants depends on the extent to which neurons 

within these systems are transcriptionally poised for parenting and we consider the 

implications of this work for understanding the neurobiology of infant abuse and neglect.

II. Models of mothering

Laboratory bred Rattus norvegicus (rats) and Mus musculus (mice) are common model 

organisms used to investigate the neurobiology of mothering behavior. They breed well in 

the laboratory, have a relatively short gestation (18-23 days) and do not form selective 

attachments with their biological offspring (3). This last point is important because it means 

that caregiving behavior can be assayed independently from an individual’s reproductive 

status through the use of foster pups. Thus, experiments can address the extent to which 

organisms have the capacity to care for infants, regardless of whether the display of 

caregiving behavior would be appropriate. Mothering has been modeled in the absence of 

gestation in females and (of course) males and this work has important implications for 

understanding the evolution of parenting. For example, the study of the non-hormonal basis 

of mothering in female rats and mice may elucidate how caregiving behavior has evolved to 

become emancipated from hormonal control in some species. Because rats and mice are uni-

parental species, males do not take part in pup rearing and in fact when pups are encountered 

males tend to attack them in order to mate and reproduce themselves. Thus rats and mice are 

not particularly useful models of fathering behavior, however understanding how infants 

come to elicit caregiving responses from male rodents may tell us something about the 

evolution of fathering behavior in mammals.

Maternal behaviors are characterized as those behaviors that aim to ensure infant survival 

(3). For example, mothers care for altricial pups by building a nest and crouching over pups 

to keep them warm, nursing pups to provide nutrition, and retrieving pups back to the nest 

should they become displaced. Mothers also engage in defensive aggression to protect their 

young from predators and male conspecifics. With the exception of maternal aggression (5), 

pups can elicit these same caregiving behaviors from virgin female rats and mice as well as 

male rats/mice. In these cases, although lactation does not occur, males and virgin females 

are capable of adopting some of the same nursing postures over pups (6,7).

The three commonly used models to study the neurobiology of caregiving behavior (female 

rats, female mice and male mice) have dramatically different default responses to infants. 

Female rats avoid pups, female mice are relatively interested and male mice are aggressive. 
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Further, rats and mice differ in the sensory inputs required to respond to infants with 

caregiving behavior. However, all three organisms are capable of caring for infants and 

therefore are useful models for understanding the neural circuits underlying both pro and 

antisocial responses toward infants and the critical changes that occur within these circuits to 

allow animals to transition between the two. Seminal work investigating the neurobiological 

basis of maternal care was conducted using female rats as a model organism. This work was 

instrumental in our understanding of the neurobiological mechanisms that mediate the 

transition from fearful/defensive responses to infants to highly motivated maternal behavior 

at birth and how mother-pup interactions at this time function to increase maternal 

responsiveness long-term. One goal of this review is to examine whether the more recent 

work that has investigated the neurobiological basis of caregiving behaviors using mice 

(male and female) (8–10) fits into this theoretical framework. However, in order to 

understand the extent to which the neural mechanisms that mediate caregiving behavior are 

conserved, we must first describe some critical differences between these three model 

organisms.

Multiple sensory systems are involved in recognition of infant stimuli (olfactory, 

vomeronasal, auditory, visual and tactile), however female rats and mice differ in the relative 

importance of these inputs to elicit caregiving responses. In female rats, no single sensory 

system appears to be critical for the initiation of caregiving behavior; rather multiple sensory 

systems must be eliminated to produce deficits in maternal responding (11). In contrast, 

male and female mice require olfactory information about pups to care for them because 

removal of the olfactory bulbs results in deficits in maternal behavior, such as decreased nest 

building, less time spent nursing, and an increased incidence of cannibalism (12–14). In 

addition to the main olfactory system, the vomeronasal organ of the accessory olfactory 

system responds to pup odors (15,16). However, in contrast to the main olfactory bulb, 

processing of pup odors via vomeronasal organ is not required for caregiving behavior. 

Instead vomeronasal inputs critically mediate pup-directed aggression (15,16).

As noted above, laboratory female rats and mice differ dramatically in their basal response 

to pups. For example, naïve virgin female rats initially respond to pups by actively avoiding 

them. If foster pups are placed directly in their nest, they will move their nest to the farthest 

location away from pups and continue to do so for several days with maternal responses 

emerging only after 6-12 consecutive days of pup exposure (17). In contrast, when naïve 

virgin female mice are presented with pups they actively investigate (touch, smell and even 

lick) infants and will subsequently display maternal behaviors within 15-45 minutes of this 

first exposure (4,7,18–20). Thus, an immediate maternal care response relies on the 

hormonal events of birth in both species, however in the absence of hormone stimulation the 

amount of pup exposure required to trigger maternal care is substantially different between 

these two species.

The default response of adult male mice toward pups is aggression (14,21). When presented 

with pups, virgin male mice rapidly approach, investigate and kill pups. Interestingly, 

following sexual experience this response is inhibited in a time-dependent manner (15,22–

24). Once infanticidal tendencies are blocked, proximal pup cues elicit caregiving behaviors. 

Note that whereas this transition occurs artificially in the laboratory in uni-parental mice, 
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evidence indicates that naturally bi-parental species (California mice, Mongolian gerbils) 

males also transition from a state of aggression to paternal care following sexual experience 

(25–27).

Although mice are variable in their response to pups, none of the responses described above 

involve active pup avoidance, as is the case in female rats. Thus, a relevant question is 

whether antisocial responses to pups can or should be understood in the context of a neural 

model derived from female rats in which an initial fearful response to pups must be 

overcome before caregiving behavior is displayed? Certainly the transition to motherhood 

may require distinct neurobiological modifications depending on the baseline level of 

maternal responsiveness of animals within a given species. However, if rats are unique in 

their active avoidance of pups what can be gained by reviewing the neurobiological 

mechanisms involved in suppressing a fear response to infants at birth if in fact this fear 

response is not conserved across mammalian species (or even commonly used model 

organisms!)? In what follows, we propose that the neurobiological basis of pup avoidance in 

rats has implications for understanding the neural basis of infant neglect more broadly. In 

support of this idea, we discuss evidence that a pup-induced activation of a central fear/

defensive system is not unique to virgin female rats but that activation of this system is 

associated with neglectful and/or abusive responses to infants more generally. In other 

words, the ability of pup stimuli to activate a fear/defensive neural system is conserved even 

if a default fearful or avoidant response to pups is not.

III. Extrinsic and intrinsic triggers for caregiving behavior

Whereas the default response to pups is highly variable across sex and species, none of the 

model organisms described above are immediately maternal by default. If rats and mice are 

not immediately responsive to infant conspecifics, how then are maternal responses 

triggered? The best understood intrinsic trigger for caregiving behavior is the hormonal 

experience of gestation and birth, which induces an immediate onset of maternal care in 

female rats and mice. Although male mice are not exposed to these hormonal changes, the 

reproductive experience of mating, ejaculation and cohabitation with a gestating female 

alters subsequent responses toward pups in a time-dependent way (22).

Female rats avoid pups because they find their odor aversive and therefore one possibility is 

that gestational hormone exposure induces caregiving behavior by altering the perception of 

infant cues (17,28). Thus, the hormonal events of late pregnancy and birth, which consist of 

a rise in estradiol and a decline in progesterone, function to trigger an immediate maternal 

response at birth (29,30) at least in part by changing the way infant odors are perceived (31). 

In support of this idea in the day-to-hours before birth, the perception of infant odor changes 

such that female rats find infant odors attractive (32) and readily respond to pups (33). At 

this time, motivation to interact with pups is high in lactating dams. Mothers will learn to 

lever press for pup contact (34–36), form a place preference for a chamber that formerly 

contained pups (37), traverse a novel T-maze to retrieve pups back to the nest (38–40) and 

even cross an electrified grid to contact pups (41). Thus, pups have an increased incentive 

value for mothers (42).
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Although female mice do not find pup odors aversive, the hormonal events of late birth and 

gestation do increase attraction toward and motivation for pups. For example, postpartum 

mice readily retrieve pups from a novel environment whereas naïve virgin female mice do 

not (39). Therefore, although virgin female mice readily care for pups in the familiar home 

cage environment, they are not motivated enough to retrieve pups in a novel context unless 

they have had previous maternal experience (7). Although the hormonal events of birth do 

not seem to alter the perception of infant odors (39), there is some evidence that postpartum 

mice are more sensitive to auditory cues from pups (43). Thus, the hormonal events of birth 

increase attraction to pup vocalizations and increase the likelihood that a female will 

respond with the appropriate maternal behavior (retrieval, nursing, etc) (44–46).

Male mice clearly do not experience hormonal changes associated with gestation, although a 

time-dependent change following ejaculation inhibits infanticidal tendencies roughly 3 

weeks later, around the time when pups would be born (47,48). It’s presently unclear how 

this reproductive experience alters responsiveness in this time-dependent way. However, 

given that the vomeronasal organ of paternal males is unresponsive to pup cues (15), one 

possibility is that this process may involve a change in the way pup cues (odor and tactile) 

are processed.

Extrinsic factors are also capable of triggering maternal care, even in the complete absence 

of hormonal stimulation. For instance, gonadectomized virgin female rats will care for foster 

pups if they are continuously exposed to infants for several days (49). The tendency to 

actively avoid pups is reduced following several consecutive days of constant pup exposure. 

Eventually females begin to tolerate pup proximity and after 6-8 days of pup exposure, 

virgin rats approach pups and display caregiving behaviors (17). This process, termed 

sensitization, demonstrates that experience with infants in the absence of hormones 

ultimately results in the initiation of maternal care, although on a much slower time scale 

(49). Recall that the experience of interacting with pups can trigger caregiving behavior in 

less than 15 minutes in many laboratory strains of virgin female mice (18,19). Further, this 

experience-induced onset of caregiving behavior in female mice occurs in the complete 

absence of estradiol (7). Finally, sensitization can occur in gonadectomized virgin male 

mice, although to our knowledge there is no evidence of an experience-induced transition 

from pup-directed aggression to pup care in intact virgin male mice (20). However, it should 

be noted that whereas mating and ejaculation suppress infanticidal behavior (23), 

cohabitation with a gestating female is required for this effect in most strains of mice tested 

(22,50,51).

As noted above the role of intrinsic factors, such as the hormonal events of late pregnancy 

and birth, in promoting an immediate attraction toward and motivation to interact with pups 

has been extensively studied in rats. However, the facilitatory effect of late gestational 

hormone exposure alone is not stable. For example, if female rats do not interact with pups 

for at least 30 minutes during this critical window of hormonal stimulation then they will 

return to their default level of responding (52). In other words, hormonal stimulation alone is 

not capable of producing a long-term change in caregiving behavior, but rather it functions 

to potentiate the effects of pup exposure on the initiation and maintenance of caregiving 

behavior. For this reason, gestational hormones are sometimes described as “priming” the 
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maternal brain. Importantly, hormonal priming not only facilitates the onset of maternal 

care, it also induces a high level of maternal motivation in dams. In the absence of hormonal 

priming, significantly more time interacting with pups is required to induce the same level of 

maternal motivation (53–55) and this is true even of virgin females who don’t find pups 

aversive (39). For example, although virgin female mice are significantly less responsive to 

pups than postpartum female mice when tested in a novel environment, experienced virgin 

female mice are ultimately capable of showing maternal responses that are not significantly 

different from lactating dams (39) and much like postpartum animals, caregiving responses 

are displayed long-term (for at least a month after experience with infants) (56).

IV. An approach-avoidance model for the onset of maternal care

Rosenblatt and Mayer first proposed the approach-avoidance model for the onset of maternal 

behavior based on the finding that the onset of maternal behavior in rats is related to the 

combination of increased attraction to and reduced aversion of novel infant stimuli (57). As 

described above, in female rats aversion to pups is mediated by a fear of pup odors. 

However, removal of the aversive odor of pups alone is not sufficient to produce an 

immediate onset of caregiving behavior in rats (58–60). In other words, the onset of 

caregiving behavior occurs when the tendency to approach infants is greater than the 

tendency to avoid infants. Hormones and experience with infants are thought to act on these 

neural systems to decrease infant activation of a central aversion system and increase infant 

activation of a conserved neural circuit for caregiving behavior.

4.1. Competing neural systems regulate pup approach and pup avoidance

The neural systems that are known and hypothesized to regulate pup approach and pup 

avoidance have been well described (61–63). In order to understand how plasticity in these 

systems may mediate the continued selection of caregiving behavior in response to pup 

presentation, it is first necessary to carefully review the neural basis of the approach-

avoidance model, which has been described in female rats. The increase in pup approach and 

reduction in pup avoidance, whether through intrinsic or extrinsic factors, is coordinated by 

the medial preoptic area of the rostral hypothalamus (MPOA). Lesions of the MPOA, 

particularly the central MPOA, disrupt the onset of maternal behavior in both sensitized 

virgin and postpartum rats and mice (64,65). The MPOA is also a key site for the hormonal 

induction of maternal behavior by estradiol (66,67), prolactin and placental lactogens 

(68,69). Peripheral oxytocin hormone release plays an important role in labor induction, 

whereas the central action of oxytocin as a neuropeptide plays a role in the onset of maternal 

behavior in rats via its action on either the MPOA or the VTA (70). Importantly, whereas 

hormonal and oxytocinergic stimulation of the MPOA promotes an immediate onset of 

maternal behavior in female rats, the maintenance of maternal care is not dependent on 

hormone stimulation (71).

In response to hormonal priming, the MPOA initiates and maintains maternal responding via 

its interactions with central approach and aversion neural systems (61–63), although the 

precise role of the MPOA in the maintenance of caregiving behavior may vary by species. 

For example, lesions of the MPOA abolish ongoing maternal behavior (retrieval, 
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nestbuilding and nursing) in primiparous (66,72) and experienced rats (73). In contrast, 

discrete lesions of the central region of the MPOA in female mice not only disrupt maternal 

behavior but also induce pup-directed aggression in female mice, suggesting that MPOA 

output may actively inhibit pup-directed aggression in this species (65). Interestingly, 

although female mice responded to pups with caregiving behavior before surgery, 

postpartum mice with central MPOA lesions showed infanticide for six consecutive test 

days. Similarly, lactating hamsters also rely on an intact MPOA to promote caregiving 

behavior and prevent infanticide (74). Thus, MPOA output may maintain maternal behavior, 

at least in part, by continually inhibiting infanticide in some species. Seminal work in rats 

has indicated that the major projection sites of maternally activated cells in the MPOA and 

adjoining ventral bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (vBNST) are the ventromedial nucleus 

of the hypothalamus (VMN) and ventral tegmental area (VTA), respectively (75), and more 

recent work indicates that these connections are conserved in male and female mice (9,10). 

Importantly, the VMN is part of a hypothalamic circuit involved in regulating defensive and 

attack behaviors; both the VMN and the region just rostral to it, the anterior hypothalamic 

nucleus (AHN), comprise the hypothalamic aggressive area in rat (76). In contrast, the VTA 

contains cell bodies that produce and release dopamine into the nucleus accumbens (NA) 

and is a critical component of the mesolimbic dopamine system. Therefore, the output of the 

MPOA is directed at two critical neural regions involved in behavioral avoidance and 

approach responses (Figure 1).

4.2 A central aversion system in the regulation of fear responses to novel infant odors

The idea that a central aversion system might be involved in directly inhibiting maternal care 

was based on the finding that virgin rats do not simply fail to care for pups, but rather 

actively avoid and withdraw from them (61). Further, because removal of olfactory input 

(from either the vomeronasal organ or the primary olfactory system) was capable of 

facilitating the onset of maternal behavior in virgin rats, early work explored the hypothesis 

that destruction of nuclei within the amygdaloid complex, which are target sites for these 

olfactory systems, could also facilitate the onset of care (77). Excitotoxic lesions of the 

medial amygdala (meA) or destruction of its efferent projections via the stria terminalis 

reduced the amount of pup exposure required to induce the onset of caregiving behavior in 

virgin female rats. However, note that destruction of the MPOA and the meA prevents any 

facilitatory effects of meA lesions alone, thus the meA likely inhibits MPOA in naïve rats 

(78). Finally, the main target for the meA is the VMN (79), a region that was first implicated 

in the inhibition of maternal care when Bridges and Mann (1994) investigated whether 

prolactin infusions into the VMN would promote maternal responsiveness. Although 

prolactin infusions did promote the onset of maternal care in sub-optimally hormone-primed 

female rats, vehicle infusions alone produced an identical effect, suggesting that damage to 

the VMN as a result of the cannula track might be ultimately responsible (80). On the basis 

of these data, Numan and Sheehan (1997) proposed that pups activate a central aversion 

system in virgin female rats, which must be inhibited by the hormonal changes of late 

pregnancy and birth for the onset of maternal care to occur. They investigated regions of the 

brain that may be involved in the inhibition of maternal care by exposing maternal 

(optimally hormone primed) and non-maternal (sub-optimally hormone primed) female rats 

to foster pups and thoroughly investigating expression of the immediate early gene cFos, 
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which is expressed following cellular activation, in a number of hypothalamic and midbrain 

nuclei (81). This work identified several regions that showed significantly higher cFos 

expression when non-maternal (compared to maternal) rats were exposed to pups, including 

the posterior dorsal meA, AHN, principle nucleus of the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis 

(BNST), and dorsal, medial and central parts of the VMN (VMNdm,c). In support of the 

idea that these regions cause pup avoidance, excitotoxic lesions of the AHN/VMN also 

promote the onset of maternal care in non-maternal female rats (82) and disconnection of the 

meA and AHN/VMN facilitates the onset of caregiving behavior in non-maternal rats (83). 

This last finding emphasizes the role for a direct pathway from the meA to the VMN in the 

inhibition of maternal behavior. A major projection site of the AHN/VMN involved in the 

regulation of pup avoidance is the periaqueductal gray (PAG). The extent to which PAG 

lesions would also promote the onset of maternal behavior in hormone-primed rats has not 

been examined, however lesions of the dorsal PAG have been found to reinstate maternal 

behavior in stressed female rats (84).

4.3 Does a central aversion system mediate aggressive or indifferent responses to pups?

An important series of studies has investigated the role of a central aversion system in pup-

directed aggression as well as how the ability of pups to activate this system may change 

across time as males transition from attack to care. This work has compared cFos expression 

within some nodes of the central aversion system between aggressive virgin males and 

parental, sexually experienced fathers and investigated how the activation or inhibition of 

these sites affect the behavioral transition from aggression to parental care (15,85). In male 

mice, pup odors processed by the vomeronasal system also drive the activation of a central 

aversion system, although the behavioral outcome is pup-directed aggression rather than 

active avoidance. Recall that male mice find pup odors aversive and detection of pup odors 

by the vomeronasal organ plays a critical role in pup attack. For example, pup exposure 

induced cFos expression in the vomeronasal organ of sexually naïve male mice, but not 

fathers and ablation of the vomeronasal organ in these virgin male mice eliminated 

infanticide and promoted caregiving behaviors (15). Recent work has identified the precise 

vomeronasal receptors that respond to pup chemosensory signals to mediate pup-directed 

aggression in male mice (16). The vomeronasal organ projects to the meA, the dorsal bed 

nucleus of the stria terminalis (dBNST) and the AHN/VMN (86). Exposure to sensory cues 

from pups activates cFos expression in the AHN as well as the central and ventrolateral 

regions of the VMN, whereas parental fathers show no pup-induced activation of cFos in 

these regions (15). Pup cues also activate the medial, intermediate, and lateral regions of the 

medio-posterior BNST in both nonaggressive virgin and paternal male mice, although cFos 

expression is significantly higher in aggressive males (15). Thus far, the regions described 

are nearly identical to those activated in avoidant female rats, therefore a relevant question is 

how this pathway mediates avoidance versus pup-directed aggression. Tsuneoka and 

colleagues (2015) identified a uniquely activated site in aggressive males, the rhomboid part 

of the dorsal BNST (rhBNST), which was highly predictive of aggressive responses. Using 

cFos immunoreactivity they measured neuronal activation across the MPOA to BNST extent 

during a number of social behaviors such as paternal care, mating, and inter-male aggression 

and were able to retro-actively discriminate which behavioral activity a male was engaged in 

based on the pattern of cFos expression. For example, if cFos expression in the MPOA was 
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below a certain threshold activity and cFos expression in the rhBNST was above a certain 

threshold of activity, the authors could predict with over 90% accuracy that the male had 

been engaged in infanticidal behavior. The rhBNST receives most of its input from the 

central nucleus of the amygdala and therefore olfactory information about pups could be 

routed to the rhBNST by way of a medial to central amygdala pathway (87,88). However, 

the finding that rhBNST lesions delayed, but did not fully inhibit, pup-directed aggression 

suggests that the rhBNST may regulate infanticide through its projection to a downstream 

aspect of this circuit that is capable acting in the absence of rhBNST input (87). Together 

these data implicate the rhBNST, meA, and AHN/VMN sites in the regulation of aversive 

responses toward pups, however the exact pathway mediating pup-directed aggression 

remains unclear.

The work described above supports the idea that a central aversion system mediates at least 

two aversive responses toward pups: active pup avoidance and pup-directed aggression. This 

idea is intuitive given that these aversive responses can be considered fearful and defensive, 

which is consistent with the types of responses mediated by a central aversion system. 

However, a relevant question is whether this system could also mediate pup indifference or a 

lack of any response to pups. Importantly both pup avoidance and pup indifference result in 

infant neglect, however pup avoidance may represent a unique state of virgin female rats and 

therefore a relevant question is whether the absence of caregiving behavior (rather than a 

fear of pup odors) is associated with a pup-induced activation of the central aversion system. 

This question is a particularly interesting one to address in female mice because unlike the 

female rat and male mouse models of mothering, female mice do not need to overcome an 

initial aversion to infants to care for them. Thus, an important question is whether pups 

would ever be able to activate a central aversion system in these animals. For example, given 

that naïve virgin mice are unresponsive and indifferent to pups in a novel environment, 

would this context-specific occurrence of infant neglect (pup indifference) in otherwise 

maternal animals be associated with an activation of this central aversion system? Note that 

this failure to respond to offspring is not related to a greater fear response to a novel context 

in general; non-responsive mice are not more fearful than pup-responsive mice (89). Further, 

naïve virgin female mice readily approach and investigate pups in the novel T-maze, but 

subsequently fail to retrieve them back to the nest. Our laboratory has recently investigated 

the extent to which cfos transcription differed within the central aversion system between 

mice that are maternally responsive across familiar and novel contexts and those that are not 

(39). Our data indicate that virgin female mice that are maternally responsive in a familiar 

context but not in the novel context show significantly higher expression of two immediate 

early genes, cfos and egr1, in the AHN/VMN compared with pup-responsive groups in the 

novel context. These data support the idea that context-specific pup neglect is associated 

with the activation of at least one node in the central aversion system.

Finally, with respect to delineating aspects of the central aversion system that regulate 

avoidance, indifference or aggression specifically in male and female rodents, future 

research will need to gain a better understanding of how specific cell populations within the 

AHN-VMN continuum mediate distinct aspects of behavioral avoidance and conspecific 

aggression. This question has recently been investigated with respect to behavioral responses 

in male mice to adult male or female conspecifics. Optogenetic stimulation of the dorsal 
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medial part of the VMN (VMNdm) elicits escape and hiding behavior in male mice, whereas 

the ventrolateral region of the VMN (VMNvl) regulates attack behavior (90). Note that 

although the AHN and both dorsomedial and ventrolateral aspects of VMN have been 

examined with respect to pup avoidance and aggression, at present it is difficult to know 

whether these discrete regions of the hypothalamus link to particular aspects of aversive 

responses toward pups. For example, whereas pups induce cFos exclusively in the AHN and 

VMNdmc of non-maternal rats, cFos is induced in response to pup cues in the VMNvl of 

both maternal and non-maternal rats (and note that none of these animals engaged in pup-

directed aggression) (81).

4.4 A central approach system in the regulation of the onset of maternal behavior in rats

The MPOA and adjacent vBNST coordinate proactive and prosocial responses toward pups 

through an interaction with the mesolimbic dopamine system. The hormonal events of 

pregnancy, which promote the onset of maternal care, are by themselves capable of 

increasing cFos expression in these regions (91). Further, unilateral inactivation of the 

MPOA, which alone is not capable of impairing maternal care, reduced cFOS expression in 

regions of the central approach pathway on the side of the brain ipsilateral, but not 

contralateral, to the lesion (92). The most convincing causal evidence for an interaction 

between the MPOA and the VTA in the regulation of maternal care comes from work 

conducted by Numan and colleagues. First, bilateral, but not unilateral, damage to the 

MPOA or the VTA (or reversible pharmacological depression of the MPOA or VTA) 

produces severe impairments in maternal behavior (93,94). Second, bilateral disconnection 

of this system through unilateral lesion of the MPOA on one side of the brain paired with a 

contralateral lesion (or reversible depression) of the VTA dramatically impairs maternal care 

in female rats compared to females that have experienced unilateral disruption of these 

regions on the ipsilateral side of the brain (93,94).

In response to MPOA input, the VTA elicits dopamine release into the NA (95). Direct 

interference with dopamine action at the level of the NA blocks maternal responding in 

female rats (96–98), and notably in non-maternal females, exposure to pups does not induce 

dopamine release into this region above baseline (99). On the other hand, microinjection of a 

dopamine D1-type receptor agonist into the NA promotes the onset of care in sub-optimally 

hormone primed rats (100). The NA is primarily comprised of GABAergic neurons, which 

project to the ventral pallidum (VP) (101–103). The finding that VP lesions, temporary 

inactivation of the VP, or bilateral disconnection of the MPOA and the VP severely impair 

maternal behavior led to the hypothesis that the pup-induced release of dopamine into the 

NA functions to disinhibit the VP (104).

4.5 Does a central approach system mediate caregiving behavior in non-avoidant mice?

Recall that male and female mice readily approach pups regardless of whether or not they 

care for them. Thus, a relevant question is whether activation of the central approach system 

is related to the approach of pups in general or whether a pup-induced activation of this 

system is related specifically to the onset of parental behaviors (retrieval of displaced pups to 

the nest, licking, crouching) in mice. Another possibility is that pups have some access to 
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this central approach system by default, but that the activity of this system is upregulated by 

hormonal or experiential factors, which promote parental motivation.

A series of experiments conducted in male mice of the ICR strain provide some support for 

the idea that an activation of the central approach system is related to caregiving behavior 

(rather than pup approach in general). Although sexually experienced male ICR mice readily 

approach and sniff pups, these males do not show spontaneous caregiving behavior (or pup-

directed aggression) under standard test conditions. However, following cohabitation with a 

female, pup retrieval and other aspects of maternal care can be induced in these males by 

auditory and pheromone signals from their female pair-mate (the female they were cohoused 

with) (105). There is some evidence that the induction of paternal care in these males 

depends upon an MPOA induced activation of a central approach system. Electrolytic 

lesions of either the MPOA or the VP disrupt retrieval behavior in males (106) and retrieving 

males show elevated cFos expression in the MPOA, VTA, NA and VP in response to pair-

mate signals (107). Interestingly, communicative signals from the female pair-mate are 

capable of inducing local estradiol synthesis in the brain as aromatase (the enzyme that 

synthesizes estradiol) is elevated in the MPOA, VTA, NA, VP, and VMN of retrieving males 

(108).

In contrast, work conducted in C57BL6/J mice supports the idea that an MPOA induced 

activation of the mesolimbic dopamine system mediates a motivation to approach pups in 

general, regardless of whether aggressive or caregiving responses occur upon pup contact 

(9). For example, optogenetic activation of neurons in the MPOA that project to the VTA 

increased the effort males engaged in to approach pups (climbing over a barrier wall), 

although they tended to kill pups once they made contact. These data are consistent with 

recent work from our laboratory that found a similar level of cfos expression in the VTA in 

response to infants in both aggressive and pup-responsive male C57BL/6J mice (109). 

Certainly one possibility is that the central approach system is not responsive to pups by 

default in laboratory strains of mice, but that motivated responses to pups (whether to care or 

kill) are processed by separate populations of cells within this pathway (110).

With respect to the data presented for male mice, perhaps it should be noted that female 

mice, unlike males, do not typically display aggression. In female mice, caregiving behavior 

has been linked to a pup-induced activation of the mesolimbic dopamine system. Immediate 

early gene activation in response to pups is higher in maternal compared to indifferent, non-

responsive female mice, despite the fact that these mice do approach and sniff pups (39). 

Further, direct optogenetic stimulation of neurons in the MPOA that project to the VTA can 

induce motivated responses to care for pups in maternal female mice (9,10).

Together the work described above indicates that interference with an MPOA-induced 

activation of the mesolimbic dopamine system interrupts ongoing maternal behavior. These 

findings support the idea that this central approach circuit is required for continual maternal 

performance (not just the onset of maternal behavior). In addition, several lines of work in 

rats and mice support the idea that variation in maternal responsiveness is associated with 

the relative activity of dopamine in the NA. For example, dopamine release into the NA is 

higher in rat dams that spend more time licking and grooming pups (111). Further 
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experience with pups potentiates the amount of dopamine released into the NA, possibly 

through a strengthening of mPOA-to-VTA connectivity (95,112).

V. The MPOA coordinates caregiving behavior through its interactions 

with central approach and avoidance systems

Despite its critical role in the onset and maintenance of caregiving behavior, it should be 

noted that the MPOA is comprised of a highly heterogenous population of cells, some of 

which regulate other behaviors such as sexual behavior, thermoregulation, and thirst (113–

115). A number of papers have sought to identify the phenotype of pup-activated (cFos 

expressing) cells in the MPOA (8,65,116). A consistent finding across research groups is 

that the majority of pup-activated cells in parental mice and female rats are GABAergic 

(8,10,65,85,117–120). Thus, the efferent GABAergic projections of the MPOA to nodes of 

the avoidance pathway (85,118) likely function to directly inhibit aversive responses to pups, 

whereas the GABAergic projections to the VTA may function to disinhibit dopamine 

neurons involved in the activation of pup approach responses (10).

Given that estradiol action on the MPOA is both necessary and sufficient for the immediate 

induction of maternal care, it is not surprising that several laboratories have determined that 

cFos+ cells in the MPOA overlap with cells expressing estrogen receptor alpha or its 

transcript (Esr1) (10,65,116,119). Further, Esr1+ MPOA cells project to both VTA and 

AHN/VMN (10,121). Recent work in mice suggests that the projection from MPOA Esr1+ 
cells to VTA is involved in motivated responses to pups in female mice (10). For example, 

optogenetic stimulation of Esr1+ cells projecting to the VTA induced pup retrieval in virgin 

female mice tested in a novel environment. Although the projection of Esr1+ cells to the 

VMNvl was not further explored, it is interesting to speculate that this projection might play 

a role in the suppression of pup avoidance.

Other work has identified the neuropeptide galanin as a potential marker for a parenting 

specific population of cells in the MPOA (8,9). About 30-40% of the cells expressing cfos 
during parental care also express the galanin transcript (Gal). Importantly this overlap occurs 

in parental (virgin females, postpartum females, and sexually experienced, paternal male 

mice), but not aggressive virgin male mice. In a series of experiments, Wu et al (2014) 

provide support for the idea that Gal+ cells are both necessary and sufficient for parental 

care. Selective ablation of Gal+ cells in the MPOA inhibits parental care in both virgin and 

postpartum females as well as sexually experienced paternal males. Interestingly, virgin 

females with more than 50% of Gal+ cell ablation not only fail to retrieve pups, but also 

show pup-directed aggression. Furthermore, Gal/Esr1+ cells that are activated in the MPOA 

also co-express Gad1, suggesting that some cells active during parental care in virgin mice 

function to directly suppress infanticidal tendencies (8,119). In support of this idea, 

stimulation of Gal+ cells in virgin male mice was capable of switching the behavioral 

response of male mice from pup-directed aggression to caregiving behavior. These data beg 

the question of what unique Gal+ cell projections might exist in sexually naïve mice and 

whether these pathways function to directly inhibit the central aversion system. A follow up 

study partly addressed this question and identified a projection from the MPOA to PAG that 
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is significantly more active in virgin mice (males and females) during pup grooming. 

However, optogenetic stimulation of MPOA Gal+ cells that project to the PAG reduced pup-

directed aggression in virgin males, but it had no effect on caregiving behavior in virgin 

females. An inhibition of pup-directed aggression following activation of this MPOA-to-

PAG pathway in virgin male mice is consistent with the idea that one function of an MPOA-

to-PAG pathway might be to inhibit pup aversion. The fact that activation of an MPOA-to-

PAG had no effect on the behavioral response to pups in virgin female mice could reflect 

that the fact that virgin female mice do not find pups aversive in a familiar environment and 

thus an activation of the MPOA-to-PAG pathway would not produce a observable effect. 

Further, although the caudal PAG is involved in the regulation of nursing behavior in 

lactating dams (122), virgin female mice are of course not lactating, thus perhaps even 

artificial activation of this pathway would not stimulate a “nursing” response. Together, 

these data suggest that the MPOA(Gal+)-to-PAG pathway is involved in the inhibition of 

pup-directed aggression in males, but is not involved in inhibiting pup aversion in females 

(at least under conditions in which female mice do not find pups aversive). However, note 

that total Gal+ cell ablation within the MPOA is capable of inducing infanticide in virgin 

females (but not parental male and female mice), thus Gal+ cells in the MPOA probably do 

play a role in the inhibition of infanticide in female mice, but perhaps through a different 

projection (8). On a final note, it is important to consider that whereas Gal+ cells were 

manipulated in these experiments, Gal itself was not, thus the precise role of Gal is unclear. 

Along this line it should be emphasized that Gal expression largely overlaps with Esr1 
expression within the MPOA (119) and therefore it’s ultimately unclear which transcript 

within these cells is responsible for behavioral effects reported.

VI. Stabilization of response selection: A reorganized MPOA

Thus far we have examined evidence for the role of central approach and avoidance systems 

in mediating appetitive and aversive responses to infant conspecifics and described pathways 

through which efferent projections of pup-responsive cells in the MPOA might coordinate 

the response of these systems to pups. Together these sections have emphasized a role for 

the MPOA in gating pup access to these two competing neural systems. Since intrinsic and 

extrinsic triggers for parenting function to permit plasticity within these systems in order to 

maintain or stabilize the selection of caregiving responses over time (52,54,56,123–125) it 

would stand to reason that these mechanisms act directly on the MPOA, which may serve as 

a gatekeeper. Along this line note that while the MPOA might gate infant access to 

downstream approach/avoidance pathways, the MPOA is highly responsive to pups 

regardless of the behavioral response that is selected (15,43,81,126,127). Therefore, the 

MPOA may undergo reorganization in response to infant cues although at present the 

mechanisms that act to alter MPOA output remain to be elucidated (Figure 2). One 

possibility is that hormonal and/or experiential factors impact gene expression programs in 

the MPOA, which ultimately coordinate the output of MPOA neurons. In support of this 

idea, a large number of differentially expressed genes between postpartum and naïve virgin 

mice have been identified in the MPOA (128). Given that both hormonal and/or experiential 

factors are capable of sustaining caregiving behavior long-term, a relevant question is 
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whether a common epigenetic mechanism is involved in regulating a transcriptional 

response to pup exposure within the MPOA (129).

Several lines of research support the idea that epigenetic mechanisms might mediate 

experience-dependent plasticity in maternal neural circuits. First, epigenetic programming of 

Esr1 transcription in the MPOA mediates natural variation in maternal care in rat dams, at 

least in part through an effect on the mesolimbic dopamine system (130–132). Importantly, 

the receipt of increased tactile contact (licking) in the early life period reduces DNA 

methylation in the Esr1 promoter, which allows for an augmentation of estradiol-induced 

Esr1 expression as well as subsequent oxytocin receptor expression when adult female 

offspring become mothers themselves. Importantly, differences in the transcriptional 

regulation and expression of Esr1 cause the social transmission of mothering style (high 

versus low pup licking) from mother-to-daughter because overexpression of Esr1 in the early 

life period causes offspring of low licking mothers to become high licking mothers in 

adulthood (132). In addition to the alterations in estradiol sensitivity within the MPOA, 

increased early maternal contact is also linked to an increased sensitivity of the mesolimbic 

dopamine system toward infants and infant related stimuli in adult females (131).

Together these findings support the idea that estradiol stimulation at birth functions to 

increase attraction to and motivation for pups through potentiating the output of MPOA 

neurons, particularly those containing estrogen receptors that project to the VTA. However, 

thus far we have emphasized a role for estradiol stimulation exclusively in the immediate 

onset of maternal behavior; lactation is characterized by a suppression of estrous cyclicity. 

Thus, a relevant question is whether the transcriptional programming of Esr1 would be 

expected to play a role in maintaining maternal care? The answer to this question is related 

to the issue of whether effects of estrogen receptors may be separable from the effects of 

their cognate ligand. For example, whereas estradiol is not required for the maintenance of 

maternal care following its onset, recent evidence indicates that estrogen receptor alpha may 

still be necessary. Viral mediated knockdown of Esr1 in the MPOA of female mice disrupts 

pup retrieval, pup licking and nursing behavior across postpartum days 4-7 (67). This 

finding suggests that estrogen receptor alpha may be activated in a ligand-independent 

manner (133). The mechanisms through which Esr1 transcription initiates and sustains 

maternal care have not been elucidated. Given that estrogen receptor stimulation can induce 

genomic effects at estrogen response elements and beyond, and that nongenomic effects of 

estrogen receptor signaling are also now clear, multiple possibilities exist. The effects of 

Esr1 silencing on maternal care in virgin mice have not been investigated, however, if 

estradiol is not required for estrogen receptor signaling an interesting possibility is that 

experiential factors are capable of activating estrogen receptors. The fact that Esr1 
expressing cells are necessary for the expression of maternal care in virgin mice supports 

this idea (10). Thus, a common molecular mechanism for the activation of caregiving 

behavior by extrinsic and intrinsic factors might involve estrogen receptor signaling.

How might experiential factors access estrogen receptor signaling pathways in the MPOA? 

One possibility is that repeated exposure to pups activates intracellular signaling cascades, 

which in turn activate the transcription factor cyclic AMP response element binding protein 

(CREB). In support of this idea, interaction with infants increases calcium influx in Esr1+ 
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and Gal+ neurons within the MPOA of male and female mice (9,10). Exposure to pups also 

activates MAP kinase signaling pathways, which are capable of activating CREB (127). 

Finally, virgin and postpartum female mice interacting with pups show increased CREB 

phosphorylation in the MPOA and genetic deletion of CREB interferes with maternal care 

(134).

There are multiple conceivable mechanisms through which CREB and estrogen receptor 

signaling could interact. First, CREB is capable of activating estrogen receptor alpha in a 

ligand-independent way (135). Second, CREB and estrogen receptor alpha are capable of 

regulating the transcription of some of the same genes, particularly those candidates 

involved in the regulation of maternal care (136). Third, nongenomic actions of estrogen 

receptor stimulation are capable of activating CREB (137). At present it is unclear how or if 

these two signaling systems interact within the MPOA to regulate caregiving behavior. 

Interestingly, both CREB and estrogen receptor alpha recruit the same coactivator and 

histone acetyltransferase (HAT) enzyme, CREB binding protein (CBP) to gene regulatory 

regions. Thus, one possibility is that alterations in histone acetylation may be involved in 

experience-dependent plasticity within the MPOA. In support of this idea, CBP-mediated 

histone acetylation has been implicated in estradiol facilitation of learning and memory 

within the hippocampus (138).

Although many enzymes possess HAT capabilities in the central nervous system, CBP 

stands out as a potentially critical mediator of experience-dependent plasticity. Interference 

with the HAT activity of CBP interferes with memory consolidation and this effect is 

rescued by treatment with the histone deactylase (HDAC) inhibitor, sodium butyrate (139), 

however note that in the complete absence of CBP activity sodium butyrate has no effect on 

memory (140). Together these data suggest that CBP is an important regulator of memory 

formation and that HDAC inhibitor treatments may affect experience-dependent plasticity 

through effects on CBP. This last point is surprising given the non-specific mechanism of 

HDAC inhibitor action. For example, sodium butyrate blocks 8 of the 18 known HDAC 

enzymes (HDACs 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9). Further, despite the fact that HDAC inhibitor drugs are 

frequently administered systemically, the reported behavioral effects are highly dependent 

on context and gene expression changes are surprisingly limited (89,141,142). The apparent 

specificity of HDAC inhibitor effects may be related to the organization of HDAC binding 

across the mouse genome. For example, the distribution of HDACs 1,2,3 and 6 tend to 

overlap with CBP at actively transcribed genes (143). Thus, HDACs may function as a 

braking mechanism for activity-dependent gene transcription. In support of this idea, 

HDAC2 and HDAC3 have been identified as negative regulators of memory formation in the 

hippocampus via their direct interfering with CREB-mediate gene transcription (144,145). 

Along this line, it’s conceivable that HDAC inhibitor treatment effects are relatively specific 

because they function to remove the brakes from CREB signaling pathways, which would be 

activated in a context-dependent way. In support of this idea, global histone acetylation is 

elevated in the amygdala following fear conditioning in all rats, but those treated with an 

HDACi have a longer period of histone acetylation (146).

With respect to the idea that histone acetylation may regulate experience-dependent 

plasticity in maternal neural circuits, systemic administration of sodium butyrate reduced the 
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amount of pup experience required to sustain caregiving behavior in a novel environment 

(39,56,89). Whereas C57BL6/J virgin female mice typically require 4 consecutive 2-hour 

exposures to pups in the home cage environment in order to sustain caregiving behaviors 

across time and context, HDAC inhibitor-treated females required half the experience. These 

data were the first to suggest that epigenetic mechanisms contribute to the experience-

induced onset and maintenance of caregiving behavior. Importantly, females treated with an 

HDAC inhibitor during 2 brief experiences with pups remain responsive to pups, even in a 

novel environment, 30 days later (56). Further, HDAC inhibitor treatment increased the 

expression of several genes that are typically upregulated by the hormonal events of birth, 

such as estrogen receptor beta (Esr2) and oxytocin (Oxt) in the MPOA (89). However, in 

support of the idea that HDAC inhibitor treatment affects the expression of genes that may 

already be transcriptionally poised, HDAC inhibitor treatment had no effect on several other 

candidate genes including Avp and Avp1ar. Given that brief exposure to pups does not 

typically sustain caregiving behavior in a novel context, we recently examined whether 

HDAC inhibitor treatment in virgin female mice increased the likelihood that regions of the 

maternal neural circuit, rather than regions of the fear/avoidance circuit, were activated 

during the challenging task of pup retrieval in a novel T-maze (39). The results of this study 

indicate that HDAC inhibitor treatment reduced immediate early gene expression in the 

AHN/VMN, but increased immediate early gene expression in the VTA. These data suggest 

that the elimination of caregiving behavior under stressful circumstances was associated 

with the activation of an otherwise latent fear/defense/avoidance circuit in a stressful 

context. This finding is the first evidence to suggest that a stress-induced reduction in 

maternal behavior is associated with a pup-induced activation of fear/defensive neural 

pathways and it implies that aberrant activation of this pathway could be a neural substrate 

for maternal neglect. Further, repeated experience with pups may stabilize caregiving 

responses by not only increasing the likelihood that pup stimuli activate an approach neural 

circuit, but also by reducing the likelihood that pup stimuli activate a fear/defensive neural 

pathway in a novel environment. Thus, the prolonged interest in pups following maternal 

experience may not only be related to an upregulation of maternal circuits, but may also be 

related to a downregulation of a pup avoidance neural pathway.

Finally, while we have emphasized a role for MPOA efferent projections in the regulation of 

caregiving behavior, it should be noted that plasticity in cortical sites that project to the 

MPOA might also play a critical role in sustaining caregiving behavior. For example, there is 

good evidence that both hormonal and experiential factors act at the level of auditory cortex 

to fine tune behavioral responses to pup calls (147). Depending on the frequency, pup calls 

can signal a dam to engage in retrieval, pup grooming or a nursing bout (44). Plasticity in 

auditory cortex likely contributes to the initiation of appropriate maternal responses to pup 

calls and recent work shows that the processing of isolation calls from pups facilitates 

induction of pup retrieval (45). The DNA methyl binding protein, MECP2, is a critical 

modulator of plasticity at this site (148). Mice with a heterozygous deletion of MECP2 in 

neurons of auditory cortex never learn to retrieve pups. The finding that mice with this 

deletion are able to hear and that auditory neurons respond electrophysiologically to stimuli 

suggest that MECP2 mutation specifically affects plasticity within these cells rather than 

processing of pup cues more generally.
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Other evidence indicates that sensory regions in the cortex aside from the auditory field 

undergo plasticity as a result of sensory input from pups to sustain maternal care. For 

example, lactating female rats show increases in cortical representation in the S1 region as a 

result of tactile stimulation of the ventrum during nursing behavior (149). Furthermore, 

different sensory modalities may even integrate with each other to alter cortical 

representation and how mothers respond to their infants. Exposure to pup odors, for 

example, in lactating and pup-experienced virgin female mice altered sensitivity to auditory 

stimuli (150).

6.1 Can HDAC inhibitors reveal genes that are transcriptionally poised for parenting?

An implication of the work described above is that virgin female mice respond to HDAC 

inhibitor treatment with augmented maternal care responses because the circuits that 

regulate care and inhibit pup avoidance are transcriptionally primed. For example, HDAC 

inhibitor treatment has been associated with a dynamic change in DNA accessibility, but this 

change depends on the pattern of transcription factor placement prior to HDAC inhibitor 

treatment (151). Specifically, the pattern of transcription factor placement can predict the 

extent to which gene expression is altered by HDAC inhibitor treatment. If HDAC inhibitor 

treatment affects the transcription of poised or actively transcribed genes, rather than 

transcriptionally silenced genes, then this treatment should have no effect on animals in 

which the relevant transcriptional pathways for caregiving behavior are not active. In support 

of this idea, we recently found that HDAC inhibition had no effect on caregiving behavior in 

virgin male mice that respond to pups aggressively (109). Thus, HDAC inhibitor treatment 

may be capable of revealing important information about which genomic sites are accessible 

in mice that are responsive, indifferent or aggressive toward infants.

VII. Conclusions and future directions

The data reviewed herein support the idea that conserved neural circuits regulate pro and 

antisocial responses toward infants. Female rats and male mice must overcome an initial 

aversion of infants in order to care them. This transition from anti- to pro-maternal state 

depends on alterations within both central aversion and central approach pathways. In other 

words, interference with a central aversion system alone is not capable of inducing 

caregiving behavior, and similarly activation of a central approach system alone is not 

sufficient to produce caregiving responses in otherwise fearful or aggressive animals. 

Further, the ability of infants to activate a central aversion system is not unique to animals 

that must overcome a default aversive reaction to infants. Instead, when examined, anti-

social responses to pups have been found to be associated with an aberrant activation of this 

central aversion system. The alterations within approach and avoidance systems that bias a 

reproductively experienced animal toward caregiving responses largely remain to be 

determined, but likely involve experience-dependent plasticity mediated by transcriptional 

programming within these systems. An identification of these transcriptional changes will 

elucidate the neural mechanisms that prevent neglect and promote care, and will be an 

important area of future investigation. Further, an understanding of how particular 

transcriptional programs are involved in setting default reactions to infants within these 

systems is missing from the literature. This issue is particularly important given that early 
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social experience has known effects on adult caregiving behavior. There is good evidence 

that early social experience can impact adult social behavior through effects on the 

developing mesolimbic dopamine system (152–154), however the extent to which alterations 

in the neural system regulating fearful/defensive responses underlie social aversion has not 

been described. Thus, future work will need to uncover the extent to which the occurrence of 

maternal abuse/neglect is related to an aberrant activation of a central aversion system in 

response to infants.
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Figure 1. 
A neural model illustrating the regulation of prosocial and antisocial responses to infant 

conspecifics. The MPOA/vBNST coordinates caregiving behavior through GABAergic 

efferent projections to several regions of the central aversion system as well as GABAergic 

efferent projections to the VTA. MPOA projections to the central aversion system are 

hypothesized to directly inhibit these regions, disrupting their ability to respond to olfactory 

cues from pups with the activation of avoidant, fearful or aggressive behaviors. Note that 

reciprocal inhibitory connections exist between the MPOA and the central aversion system 

(not drawn). Therefore, the activation of aggressive or avoidant responses to pups is also 

related to a direct inhibition of caregiving behaviors. MPOA projections to the VTA function 

to elicit the release of dopamine into the NA, possibly through a disinhibition of these cells. 

Dopamine release into the NA disinhibits the VP so that pup inputs from the basolateral 

amygdala can be responded to with parental care. Evidence for this model is presented in the 

text. Abbreviations: AHN- anterior hypothalamic nucleus; BNST- bed nucleus of the stria 

terminalis; MPOA- medial preoptic area; vBNST- ventral bed nucleus of the stria terminalis
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Figure 2. 
Proposed neural model for the regulation of experience-dependent changes in caregiving 

behavior in female mice. A naïve female’s reaction to pups depends on context. In the 

familiar home cage, caregiving behaviors typically emerge within 15 minutes of pup 

exposure. Pup cues stimulate medial preoptic area (MPOA) neurons that project to both 

approach (care) and avoidance (neglect) pathways. In the absence of competing cues, the 

output of these pathways is sufficient to block pup aversion and induce pup care. However, 

in a novel context, the initial output of these pathways is not sufficient to induce caregiving 

behavior. During this initial experience, pup cues transiently induce the expression of 

relevant genes within MPOA neurons. Following repeated experience with pups, chromatin 

alterations confer a transcriptional memory within these projection neurons that allows for a 

stabilization of caregiving responses across time and context. Hypothesized mechanisms 

underlying transcriptional memory include alterations in DNA methylation and histone post-

translational modifications at relevant gene promoters and enhancers (155). These changes 

strengthen the output of MPOA neurons (as indicated by the thicker lines) and poise genes 

for subsequent pup stimulus-driven transcription. Note that for ease of illustration, MPOA 

outputs are drawn to indicate the functional consequences on behavior rather than the 

neurotransmitter released. As described in the text, both pathways likely release GABA.
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